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論文内容の要旨 Graphene nanoribbon (GNR) is a narrow strip of carbon atoms which has exceptional properties and are
being exploited for various applications, such as in semiconductor electronics, solar cells, sensors, LSI nanowiring. Unzipping
multi-walled carbon nanotube by sonochemical method is scalable, which high quality GNR can be obtained. We have already
succeeded unzip double-walled carbon nanotube (DWNT) to obtain single-layer GNR (sGNR).
Single-layer GNRs obtained from DWNT has the width of over 10 nm, and their electric
properties are semimetallic. For electric application, it is preferable to be semiconducting. Singlelayer

GNR

adsorbed

with

nanoparticle

of

N,N’-bis(n-pentadecyl)tetracarbonate-

naphthalenediimide (C15-NDI) (Fig. 1) was measured by field effect transistor (FET) and point
contact current-imaging atomic force microscopy (PCI-AFM) as shown in Fig. 2. In the result,
electric properties were controlled by changing amount of adsorbing nanoparticle of C15-NDI on
sGNR. The method is prospective for engineering band gap on sGNR. The band gap is generated
Fig. 1. AFM images of
sGNRs with C-15 NDI
2

on the neck structure formed around the C15-NDI nanoparticles. The plateau width of the I-V
curve of NDI-adsorbing sGNR is proportional to the number of NDI nanoparticles per unit length.
Furthermore, the electric properties of NDI-adsorbing sGNRs change from semimetallic to p-type
semiconducting.

By

using

same

method

with

planer

organic

molecule,

hexaazatriphenylene- hexacarbonitrile (HAT-CN6), I also succeeded in changing electric
properties of sGNR from semimetallic to p-type semiconducting. By PCI-AFM and FET
measurement, I confirmed in the transition of the electric property of the sGNR.
Fig. 2. Schematic of electric
measurement by PCI-AFM

Furthermore, it was found that HAT-CN6 is stronger molecule than C15-NDI for band gap
opening in semimetallic sGNRs that are wider than 10 nm. The plateau width of the I-V
curve of HAT-adsorbing sGNR is also proportional to the number of HAT-CN6 nanoparticles per
unit length.
I also achieved to unzip single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) to obtain narrower sGNRs (Fig.
3). I measured obtained sGNR by PCI-AFM and Raman scattering. From the result of PCI-AFM
measurement, this sGNR found to be semiconducting. For the measurement of chirality-dependent
unzipping process, Raman spectra were obtained from the samples with changing sonication time.
I found that SWNTs with smaller diameter unzip much easier those with larger diameter.

Fig. 3. AFM image of
sGNR obtained from

I have used sonochemical method for unzipping, but the
mechanism of unzipping was still unclear. I focused on the dispersant
polymer, poly(m-phenylenevinylene-co-2,5-dioctoxy-p-phenylene-

vinylene) (PmPV), and I succeeded in unzipping DWNT with chemical products which has
moieties of PmPV, 4-methoxyphenol and trans-stilbene. This result suggest that hydroquinone
structure and phenylenevinylene structure are important for unzipping. The result also suggests
the possibility of producing high-quality GNR on a large scale at low cost. The following
unzipping mechanism can be considered; C-C σ-bonding on CNT breaks and radical carbons are

Fig. 4. AFM image of

generated under sonication. These radicals form new bonds with hydrogens from 4-

sGNR unzipped by

methoxyphenol or trans-stilbene, resulting irreversible unzip. the entire CNT is unzipped to be
GNR by the process repeated. I also succeeded in unzipping DWNT with a typical radical initiator, 2,2’-azobis[2-(2-imidazolin2-yl)propane] dihydrochloride (AIPH, Fig. 4). The obtained results in this work can greatly contribute to know the mechanism
of the sonochemical unzipping.

